Search for documents is a common and pertinent task lots of organizations face every day as well as common Internet users in their daily searches. One specific document search is scientific paper search in reference manager systems such as Mendeley or IEEExplore. Considering the difficult task finding documents can sometimes represent, semantic search is currently being applied to improve this type of search. As the act of deciding if a document is a good result for a given search expression is vague, fuzziness becomes an important aspect when defining search algorithms. In this paper, we present a fuzzy algorithm for improving documental searches optimized for specific scenarios where we want to find a document but don´t remember the exact words used, if plural our singular words were used or if a synonym was used. We also present the application of this algorithm to a real scenario comparing to Mendeley results.
Introduction
Search for information continues to be a current matter to address and to improve. Search necessities keep increasing as they apply to several and distinct domains such as finding documents in a company's intranet, scientific articles in specific sites or the most common broad general information search on the World Wide Web. In all these cases, users always want the same thing: quickly find what they are looking for. We have seen in the past traditional IR techniques and their limitation to some type (majority) of search needs. Semantic search appeared to solve some of those limitations by annotating resources with meta-data and including their meaning to generate better results.
We have dedicated some investigation work on this theme, namely when developing the systems PRECISION and GSSP. PRECISION [1] , [2] stands for "guided and PeRsonalized Expression ConstructIon with Semantic validation" and is a guided-based search system with two main characteristics: semantic validation and personalized natural language generation of search expressions. Additionally, the system, which is oriented to comparative searches, supports 1:N ontology class relations and also the notion of search and auxiliary classes which gives each of these type of class different roles in the query construction process. GSSP [3] stands for "Generic Semantic Search Platform" and its main goal is to provide a platform that allows a given search system to incorporate semantics in its search process. GSSP is built on top of PRECISION and was designed to suite any scenario where searches are helpful and with few configuration needs. GSSP intends to be easy, not only to the end user, but also for the system that is trying to adopt it to its use. GSSP adds other input methods when comparing with PRECISION -the free input method. This type of input method is probably the most complicated one to satisfy as one of the main difficulties in obtaining a good precision in the search results is to understand clearly what the user wants and then have the algorithms to find that information. When it comes to understanding what the user wants, free search can be very tricky as the same word can have different contexts and plural/singular or different verbs conjugation can make a big difference. So far as GSSP goes, we defined four criteria for handling free searches that include reducing each word of the search expression to its origin and then comparing them to the description of existing resources, to the description of related resources and to resources that use synonyms.
Following this line of investigation, we believe some degree of fuzziness is missing to the already defined criteria as deciding that a given resource satisfies a given search expression is not entirely black and white as it is a vague decision. As a response to that, in this paper we present a fuzzy algorithm for optimizing semantic documental searches. In concrete, we try to address the following scenario: The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the next section introduces a literature review on search techniques. Section 3, to justify the need and demonstrate the pertinence of the concrete issue we are addressing, presents some analysis on the results obtained when performing searches on a reference managerwe chose Mendeley. In section 4 we present the results of the experiments and evaluation made with the algorithm. Finally, we present the conclusions of this work.
Related concepts background
Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) first appeared to store information necessary to the increasing search needs that the computer science development growth made possible. They were first used to manage the literary scientific explosion occurred in the middle XX century [4] . Currently, IRS systems are oriented to obtaining documents that contain relevant information for the user considering the search he made. The definition provided by Manning [5] traduces exactly this: obtaining information and searching for material (usually documents) of non-structured nature (usually text) from a collection (usually stored in computers) that fulfills a given need for information.
IRS concept was created by Calvin Moores around 1950. In the end of that decade, Luhn [6] became the first to apply automatic indexing by concluding that the frequency with which words appear in a document can be used to define a relevance degree. Salton and Yang [7] gave an important contribution in this field when they find out that terms that appear with too much frequency are not the most representative but those that appear with a medium frequency. For that, they used the concept of stopword list. On another hand, Crouch and Yang [8] were the first to develop an automatic thesaurus using keywords that could be used to index documents and perform searches. Regarding this, in the beginning of the 70´s, Bely, Borillo, Virbel and SiotDecauville [9] made the first automatic thesaurus using document abstracts. In 1971, the first work of information recovery was done by Sparck Jones [10] that used measures of association between keywords based on occurrence frequency. The concept of relevance feedback in IRS, that consists on using in the next iteration the result of the current one, is due to Rocchio [11] . In 1984, Jones e Tait [10] presented search expansion as a way to obtain several other searches that expressed the same need as the original one.
The advent of the Internet potentiated the use of these systems, and IRS started to be applied to large volumes of data. On another hand, this advent showed some limitations of IRS such as the inability to work with unstructured data over which searches become complex what compromises objectivity. In recent years, it was found that even with the best indexing techniques, a good precision in search results cannot yet be obtained. The proliferation of the use of natural language and its processing did not help, as the best performance of these techniques is achieved with reduced dimensions texts. Also, natural language introduces a considerable amount of ambiguity in understanding what the user wants with a given search expression.
In current search systems, as for example Google, it is very easy to get lost or obtain irrelevant information for a given search we made. In reality, it is sometimes too complicated to objectively find specific type of information such as "papers written by Eric Miller". This search is very specific for a human but is not for a machine as it doesn´t know what an article is or who is Eric Miller. Most likely, we will obtain several documents where the name "Eric" appears or "Miller" (it is what we can hope in case traditional IRS are used) One of the reasons for obtaining this results is the fact that the indexing process is based on the frequency that the terms appear in documents and completely forgetting the notion of context and meaning. That is, however, inevitable once the majority of the contents we find nowadays on the Internet is supposed to be read and interpreted by humans and not to be manipulated by computers.
To improve the search for information it is necessary that search engines can understand what the user wants so they are able to answer objectively. To achieve that, one of the necessary things is that the resources have information that can be helpful to searches such as, for example, an author name, creation data, etc.
The evolution to Web 3.0 -Semantic Web -proposed to clarify the meaning of resources by annotating them with metadata [12] -data over data. By associating metadata to resources, semantic searches can be significantly improved when compared to traditional searches [13] . The last and main goal to reach with semantic search is to allow users the use of natural language to express what he wants to find. Examples of searches are: "what is the age of Madonna?" or "what are the books written by Nicholas Sparks?".
Several proposals of semantic search systems exists nowadays [14] [15] [16] and studies/investigation on their performance keep being conducted such as in [17] where the authors evaluate the precision of results obtained with Google, Yahoo, Msn and Hakia. Regarding document search, several proposed can also be found. Nyamsuren and Choi [18] propose the creation of a semantic model of the document, an ontology-like structured semantic annotation of the document with support for structured querying. On another hand, Chatvichienchai and Tanaka [19] refer to the problematic of finding digital documents in an office large repository. The authors present a technique that collects search terms and their semantic relationship from the documents of some office applications to generate the XML-based search indices that can effectively locate the office documents. Finally and important to this literature review are fuzzy search engines [20] [21] [22] .. The authors seem to agree that synonyms and similar keywords are not taken into consideration in traditional searches, users may need several keywords individually to complete a search or even that all keywords are treated with the same importance.
Search results analysis in current document repositories
In order to justify and better explain the issue we are addressing, we started by making an analysis of how document search currently works in a reference manager system: Mendeley [23] . As we previously mentioned, our main goal is to address a specific type of search where we are looking for a specific paper we saw yesterday that had something to do with "students" and "learn" but we don´t know exactly if those were the exact words used, or if synonyms were used instead, other verb conjugation ("learning"), etc.
Mendeley Reference Manager
For the mentioned purposes, we started by picking a random paper: "Pupil Experiences and Pupil Learning in the Elementary Classroom: An Illustration of a Generative Methodology" [24] and defined six different search expressions using the main keywords of the original paper or variations of those keywords, that could probably be used by someone finding this specific paper that didn´t remember the exact name. Table 1 shows the ranking that the original paper was returned in (results obtained on 17th March 2013) for each search expression used and also the distribution of keywords on the top papers returned. From the analysis of this data we can conclude that 1) a change from plural to singular of a given word has a big impact on the returned results as the simple use of the singular version of the second word of the paper made it disappear from the top 50 results to the query; 2) changing the verb conjugation (learning to learn) is also enough to exclude the document from the top 50 results; 3) another limitation of the search process is the use of synonyms (students instead of pupils) which shows semantics inexistence; 4) in the majority of the search expressions, some of the results include only a single word of the search expression, or even none. In this last case, after verifying, we conclude that these documents are returned because the words used in the search expressions are present in the abstract. The problem with trusting words in the abstract can be that they are out of context while relying on the words of the title is more specific and representative of the document´s content.
Proposed fuzzy algorithm for documental search
In this section we start by presenting the used methodology and next the proposed algorithm.
Methodology
Considering the analysis presented in the previous section, we defined as a requirement that the search algorithm is able to handle variations at three main levels: (1) plural versus singular words; (2) difference in verb conjugation; (3) use of synonyms.
As described in [3] , the first two variations are dealt with word reduction to its origin using official Language Thesaurus. The issue related with synonyms is solved with keywords expansion also using a Thesaurus so we can maintain a database of keywords/synonyms. At this point, it became fundamental to decide about priorities, which defines the fuzziness component of the algorithm. We believe the existence of the word in the title of the document exactly as it was written in the search query should have the highest priority as it expresses exactly what the user want. This way, we assure that if he knows exactly what he wants, he will obtain it immediately. Next, we consider that eliminating plurals and reducing words to its origin can help in the document retrieval processes. An example would be to return the document "The Expansion of Information Concept" if the user enters the search expression with the keywords "Information Concepts". We also eliminate verb conjugations and reduce it to its main form ("walking" is reduced to "walk". An example of this would be to return the document "Effects of information processing on post realistic job preview perceptions" if the user enters the search expression with the keywords "process job". Finally, we consider word synonyms. An example of this would be to return the document "What about my laptop?" if the user enters the search expression with the keywords "computer".
For the process to be possible we have a database with all searchable document titles, which are all submitted to a processing stage: [STEP1] Remove stopwords. ; [STEP2] All remaining words of the title are expanded (synonyms creation) using Altervista (http://thesaurus.altervista.org/) and Priberam (http://www.priberam.pt/); [STEP3] All remaining words of the title are reduced to its origin and then also expanded. With these steps, and for each title, we now have: 1) a collection of words and synonyms of each; 2) a collection of reduced words and synonyms for each.
The algorithm
Before presenting the criteria, let us admit the following:
1. Let TS be the set of terms of the search expression 2. Let TSR be the set of terms of the search expression, reduced to their origin. 3. Let DC be the set of documents that can be searched 4. Let DC(t) be the document that has the title t 5. Let S(DC(t)) be the set of terms that constitute the title of DC(t) 6. Let SR(DC(t)) be the set of reduced terms that constitute the title of DC(t) Let us also consider the following variables:
7. The number of words of the search expression that are part of a given document with title t nts(t) = 8. The number of reduced words in the search expression that are part of a given document with title t ntsr(t) = 9. The number of synonyms in the set of reduced terms, given by nsyn(t) 10. The number of words of the search expression, given by nwords Finally, let us consider the following weights:
11. The weight wdir of having words of the search expression directly in the document title 12. The weight wred of having reduced words of the search expression in the reduced document title 13. The weight wsyn of having synonyms of words of the search expression in the document title
Based on these variables, we calculate the weight of each document (wdoc(t)) and documents are then presented to the user ordered by their weight:
wdoc(t) = (nts(t) * wdir / nwords) + (ntsr(t * wred / nwords) + (nsyn(t) * wsyn / nwords)
With this algorithm we give more importance to documents that have the biggest number of direct words of the search expression in the document title, followed by the documents that have the biggest number of reduced words and then finally documents that have the biggest number of synonyms. Of course combinations are also possible such as documents that have one direct word and one synonym or document that have 2 reduced words and two synonyms.
Experimental Results
In this section we present some experimental results regarding the application of the algorithm in a real scenario. In concrete, we used the search expressions defined in Table 1 and registered the rank the document "Pupil Experiences and Pupil Learning in the Elementary Classroom: An Illustration of a Generative Methodology" was returned in on Mendeley and with the proposed algorithm. After some experiments, we fixed the weighs in: wdir = 1; wred = 0,85 and wsyn = 0.7.
The first search expression tested was "pupil learn" and the results are presented in Table 2 .The weight of the paper with title t equal to "Pupil Experiences and Pupil Learning in the Elementary Classroom: An Illustration of a Generative Methodology" was calculated as follows:
wdoc(t) = (nts(t) * wdir / nwords) + (ntsr(t * wred / nwords) + (nsyn(t) * wsyn / nwords) wdoc(t) = (1*1/2) + (1*0,85/2) + (0*0,7/2) = 0,925
In this case, the paper we wish to find ranked above 50 with Mendeley algorithm and ranks 2 with our algorithm. The second search expression tested was "student experiences" and the results are presented in Table 3 . This search shows the combination of direct words, reduced words and synonyms. The paper we wish to find ranked above 50 with Mendeley algorithm and ranks 6 with our algorithm. Table 4 shows a comparison between Mendeley´s rank and our algorithms when searching for the paper "Pupil Experiences and Pupil Learning in the Elementary Classroom: An Illustration of a Generative Methodology". The results show a significant improvement on the rank the paper was returned in. 
Conclusions
The search activity is a common task in most people´s daily routine. Document search is a specific type of search very used in organizations and also by common Internet users. One document search example is scientific paper search using reference manager systems such as Mendeley or IEEExplore. As the search task is a continuously field of research, semantic search has been being applied also to document search as a way to improve results. When defining algorithms, fuzziness is often considered to respond to the vagueness when deciding if a document is a good result for a given query.
In this paper, we presented a fuzzy algorithm for improving documental searches optimized for specific scenarios where we want to find a document but don´t remember the exact words used, if plural or singular words were used or if a synonym was used. The defined algorithm takes into consideration: 1) the number of direct words of the search expression that are in the document title; 2) the number of word variation (plural/singular or different verbs conjugation) of the search expression that are in the document title; 3) the number of synonyms of the words in the search expression that are in the document title; weights to each one of this components as the fuzziness part of the algorithm.
We started by making an analysis on how easy we could find a specific paper X on Mendeley using several search expressions. Then we compared Mendeley´s ranking and our algorithms. From the experimental results the main conclusion is that the algorithm seems to perform well when at least two keywords are used in the search expression. The experiments with one keyword only did not show any improvement on the rank of paper X. However, with two keywords, the results are significantly better. With three search expressions that Mendeley´s rank was above 50, our algorithm ranked positions 2, 3 and 6.
As a continuation of this work and to improve the algorithm, we are making experimental tests with other reference manager systems and with larger volumes of data.
